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[Egon] wrote:
“...
Now I had a person at my workplace who died "of it" - young and
obsessed with Covid precautions. The difference of them and my old
family member is that the person at my work got put into a breathing
machine and the later wasn't. The strange competition among doctors of
who puts more people into breathing machines, and that most, if not any
deaths "by Covid" are of people who were put into breathing machines,
makes one wonder.”

The death toll from all of this has too many victims. In actual level of severity for
death causes:

1. Creation of globalized poverty, difficulties to move to hospitals for necessary
procedures, no availability, surgery deaths. The people who were frozen with
fear, many times did not go to hospitals wanting to save themselves from
"Co-Vid", causing their own death or advancing their own illnesses.

2. Those who died from psychological disorders through all this insanity. Murder
and other things like this have increased. The increase of mental disorders, also
counts for many people becoming disabled and about to be plugged into pixels
from a pond since they can't cope with reality after 2 years of sheer disconnect
from reality.

3. The wave of the dead who will be those that weren't born in the last two years
due to social distancing, strangulating birthrates, and stopping the flow of all life.
The declining birthrates which were already declining for years, will of course
skyrocket leading to faster extinction of the Western World, if this situation with
"Social Distancing", "Do not meet in the physical" still continues ad nauseum.
Added to the above, the declination of the Western economies the more this
meme is perpetuated, will be dangerous and also indirectly again affect birthrates
and future generations.

https://ancient-forums.com/viewtopic.php?f=24&t=64758


4. Coverups of deaths from the vaccine, or side effects who might have effects in
the future. The exact number of dead and short-term dead after this remains
unknown, as anyone will say anything else was the case but the "vaccine".

5. Some people who died "from Co-Vid" that were already in a dangerous
situation "With CoVid", who were murdered in hospitals to increase the Co-Vid
count, or due to lack of medicine since the Jew World Order decided to shill the
vaccine only and nothing else.

6. Those who died and counted as dead from Co-Vid to increase the numbers of
both infected and sick, who were used as sacrificial lambs in all this.

The actual death toll of all of this insane situation is everyone above, yet since
most of these categories are purposefully denied, everyone is told to focus solely
on the 5, as if nothing else even exists.

Adding all the above, we can say that a great culling has taken place in the last
two years, and that it will continue, despite of where the source of this is coming
and not necessarily only by one cause such as the "Vaccine" or the "Co-Vid" as
Governments and those who are anti-vax state. The situation is more far
reaching.

That is why the situation is referred to as a Jewish War Against Mankind.
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Even Billy Gates himself [he wants no more liability] has come out and admitted
that the vaccine does not stop the spread in anyway. Herd immunity coming from
this is a hoax.

The claim of "herd immunity" was the claim that was used by the governments to
enforce vaccinations, crush freedoms, and divide people into two blocks that
fight each other over false perception and misinformation in regards to the whole
"pandemic" ordeal.

With this admittance, Billy has collapsed the whole rhetoric of all governments,
and therefore all the justifications they made up to get us all here in the first
place. They tell you in the face they are trolling us all.

The vaccine has been snake-oil in that given regard of "herd immunity". More
and more doctors who are serious worldwide are coming up and saying this
openly now.

I found the above video on a twitter someone posted, and then all of it is gone
but only bogus "Fact Checker" claims are there to deny the obvious. Yes, Billy



actually admitted this as he wants his tail out of this, and he has been exposed
enough.

Basically, Billy trolled humanity there, telling them that the last 2 years of rape
they have underwent were for nothing, waiting for a false solution to a problem
that would never arrive. Confidently, they expect to not only get away with this,
but continue lying constantly and unceasingly, while promoting their "Greater
Reset Agenda" of which this is only a small drop in the bucket.

The whole vaccine craze has helped little until now, with many countries getting
Co-Vid everywhere in explosive waves [plus the enemy lying about the cases]
and many governments wanting to hide their mistakes by raping and attacking a
random scapegoat category which are the unvaccinated, which generally get
tested all the time and have to continue their lives only after proving they are
"negative". Punishing healthy humans for being healthy based on the suspicion
of illness is just insane.

Governments attack the unvaccinated because they didn't comply to whatever
governmental demands. However, the insanity is at the stage where even those
who do not constantly become full slaves to the whole agenda, are going to be
equally attacked. The attack on the vaccinated of the recent past has also
began.

The vaccinated are being literally trolled that they will be "protected" with claims
that are exaggerated and have nothing to do with reality. Then they were "not
entirely protected". Now, they "aren't protected at all if they had the vaccine in the
last 6 months", and soon, they will be required to eternally do doses until Pfizer is
satisfied with how much the cattle has been inoculated.

This behavior of false claims in regards to the otherwise "Super Miracle
Vaccine", makes many not only overconfident spreaders, but also victims of
governmental lies. Vaccinated citizens will soon be deceived even more, in that
they will be told to get a 3rd and 4th dosage, or their so called "Freedom Pass"
will not sustain itself.

There is no end to this inception, and the governments are at liberty to dictate
fake cases, exaggerate, and lie as they see fit in a relentless manner. Vaccinated
or not, people must understand by now all of this is an exercise to rob the
freedoms of the West, by taking down one Constitution at a time, and by
destroying the general fabric of human freedoms.

The rhetoric of governments on the vaccine subject has self-collapsed, but they
are purposefully pushing it despite the fact that it has collapsed. China and other
more serious Nations have already given up with the rampant hoaxing. The
Western world with kikes and its geriatric control from Israel, is still ranting and
raving about something that has less of a death toll or equal death toll to a flu.



Only because of fear, when people test positive, they freeze in their boots and
many emotionally suggestive people fear and PTSD.

The rule of fear and paranoia created by jews, and the spirit of social division is
at the all-time peak. And the only thing they do is keep repeating this.

Yet, Pfizer and the Jews have tied all world governments based on contracts
which force governments to behave in a certain way. If they do not, the States,
which are legal entities, will be fined. The governments of the jews of course are
happy to oblige. Here you can see about the contracts of the types of Pfizer and
what these entail towards a Government.

https://youtu.be/mOpTvxpTezI

Moving past the self-evident facts of the present that anyone with a mind will
understand, the whole situation is tied to many other plots that everyone who
has made their own diligent research does already know. These involve the
"Great Reset", a gradual reduction of human presence on the external world,
digital enslavement agenda, and depopulation agenda.

Meanwhile, as people in the West are told bogus shit about "Muh vaccine muh
you cannot work", boats are coming in steadily with millions of invaders yearly,
who will be given jobs, shelter, freedom, and more rights than any "goy" that
vaccinated by the "miracle vaccine" to later be told that "oy vey goy it doesn't
matter have it again" is going to have.

The trolling of governments by the jews is beyond any comprehension now, and
they have dropped every mask they were keeping. This will intensify as we go.

In regards to what people have to understand here, about jews ruling "Our
Nations", I have to tell you, let's say we made some people of you here
Presidents of Israel. How would you treat the kikes? Would you even care?

In the same way, they are Jews, who fully hate and despise humanity, have
confused alien agendas, and they hate you to the death, while they rule over
you. Do people think legitimately that this wonderful opportunity to flatten

https://youtu.be/mOpTvxpTezI


everything while pretending a virus did this, is going to be laid to waste by the
jews? Hardly.

People are protesting, speaking out, crying out loud, saying that they are poor
and destroyed, and jews are listening to this while laughing loudly and taking a
plane to fly on Israel to dine with Pfizer, to laugh over the whole ordeal.

Many people are in such denial, that they can't even comprehend that based on
this worthless low tier bio-weapon, and the whole two years that have been
wasted and your life is being attempted to drastically change forever. The jews
like Zuccerberg are preparing people to literally be plugged in a lonely digital
matrix, where you will be only pixels inside a lie.

Your existence will be for nothing. In there, you will be mined for data and
resources. If their plan proceeds, you will own nothing but pixels, and as Klaus
said in his dementia infested mouth, "Zu will own nufin and u will be happe!".

Your life is being changed and you are being attempted to be turned permanently
into sterile, digitally enslaved BORGS. The end results as the JoS and its people
have said is a plan to slowly terraform humanity into a sort of soulless human,
parallel to that of what alien analysts refer to as Greys.

That was of course a slow plan, and there are many steps to this final
damnation. Yet, the enemy doesn't seem to want to be that much patient
anymore.

While this is the long-term plan, it comes in increments. By getting people used
to be brutalized by governments for medical procedures, there will be no limits to
what these people will be able to do on anyone. This is the beta testing stage for
this right now.

Everything that we have told you for years is happening before everyone's eyes
now. Many people are so startled they cannot accept these. They pointlessly try
to pretend nothing gets going while life around them is collapsing, and their rights
are going to the grave.

The above plan is NOT of human origin, has nothing to do with humanity, and is
a result of the jews and their invasion into our midst, who brought with them
these insane human hating ideals. The spiritual energies and anti-human
programs that they have channeled on earth, opened it up to human hating
entities and aliens that affect humanity on a global scale, leading it progressively
to these false conclusions about existence.

In the same way, weather manipulation, purposeful inflation, shortages and other
things are used to strangle humans into submission over doing all these
irrational things. However, as we have told you, the vaccine and all this madness



is only one aspect of this generalized attack against humanity. It's all rather
multifaceted.

Spiritual warfare is key in moving out of this, then we have awareness and
knowledge [which is why the most rampant censorship in human history is taking
place right now], and lastly, physical action and resistance that must form from all
people who still value their freedoms.

The warfare they are using is financial, weather focused, propaganda warfare,
legal warfare in removal of rights and confusing the law, but above all,
systematic psychological warfare to bring down the barriers of the human mind.

They are trying to break humanity down entirely, keep people back from giving
birth, being human, going out, get them used in lockdowns that will happen over
fake or arbitrary reasons, or living in a state of lawlessness where just a few
tyrannical jews can do as they see fit without any opposition.

Spread this everywhere and get people who have a brain to start doing spiritual,
information and all forms of resistance right now. This whole situation is
something that unless averted and fought against, humanity will progressively
walk into doom.

We turn now and we have many positive things to look for at the future, but the
enemy has to be again, like all previous historical intervals where humanity was
about to lift off, at high activity. They must be punished and put in their place fully,
so the rest of humanity can finally move on.
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